
OVERVIEW

Attorneys in Hellmuth and Johnson’s complex litigation group have represented

both plainti�s and defendants in their most challenging antitrust/competition,

consumer fraud, �nancial institution and complex business litigation in venues

across the United States and around the world. Our experience in successfully

resolving high-pro�le, high-exposure cases and our commitment to e�cient and

responsive service is essential to the representation we provide in every matter.

Because we have represented both plainti�s and defendants, our attorneys have

developed keen insights and experience which allows us to provide unique

representation to our clients. We can better understand and anticipate the

objectives and tactics of opposing counsel, giving our clients a number of

distinct advantages. We are particularly adept in avoiding unnecessary tasks and

expenses while doing everything to achieve the most favorable outcomes. Our

clients appreciate this ability to e�ciently sta� cases while still delivering

exceptional service and consistent results. They also appreciate our extensive

trial experience in complex matters, and commitment to try cases when

appropriate to achieve the best possible result.

We believe – and our clients agree – that our approach to litigation is key to our

success in building solid relationships and implementing e�ective strategies. Our

complex litigation group attorneys o�er experience and in-depth knowledge

across a wide range of industries, and probe to determine the speci�c needs of

our clients in each case, as well as the broader implications of any dispute. Our

complex litigation team has extensive experience in carefully and thoroughly

investigating and evaluating the facts and applicable law, and using creativity to

achieve excellent results.
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